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New School ?
ter a five-hour train ride.
Just when students were
about to get hyped for
their vacation, the government announced the
Wu Ha n b l o c k a d e . I
thought the coronavirus
outbreak would fade
away like a cold. But the
atmosphere gradually became frightening.

by YeWon Cha
After our last debate in
CISSMUN, our school
rushed to the train station to get on the train
from Shanghai back to
Tianjin. The train station
was intensely crowded as
everyone was returning
home to celebrate the
Spring Festival. I arrived
in Tianjin, laughing and
chattering all the way af-

The opening of school
was postponed by two
w e e k s . Ho m e - B a s e d
Learning classes started,
which expanded our time
for indoor activities.
I missed my school life. I
missed my teachers and
friends. I missed Dr. Lux
oﬀering me tea. I missed
talking to Mr. Way on his

couch with Phil. I missed and worried
about Lord Timothy II in Mr. Fagerland’s class. I came to realize the importance of everyday life. On that day, when
I came back from Shanghai, never in my
wildest dreams could I have imagined
that school would close for this long.
Almost three months since students
physically attended school, TIS reopened
on April 20th to 8th and 12th graders. To
explicitly know about the new environment, I interviewed a few teachers and
students about their experience of the
“new school.”

rest, go out and just get some sun on our skin.
<HaHi>
We still did Home Based Learning at school, so
the only change was our learning setting. It
wasn’t at all too diﬀerent of an experience to
study in a classroom. I’d say the only adjustment I had to do was not having a bed or being in my pajamas for most of the day.
<John>
What a great question! Certainly if it comes
to teaching an entire class of students, actually
being in the building is much more preferable
to teaching from home. When interacting
with students, I would rather meet face-to-face

Q1: What was it like going to the
campus after three months?
Truthfully, restarting physical classes was extremely exciting to me. I think I woke up at
like 4:00 AM on that Monday morning and
couldn’t go back to sleep. I suspect some others
probably also had trouble getting sleep, because
we were all exhausted getting up early that
first day back. But gradually you could almost
see us returning to positive socialization and
by the end of the day, I felt like I had a productive idea about how to gradually get back
to being normal and successful
<Dr. Lux>
I had to get out of bed 45 minutes earlier. I had
to find my "teacher clothes."
<Mr. Fagerland>
Q2: Do you prefer teaching/studying
in a classroom instead of Home
Based Learning? Why or why not?
I personally felt that I could focus more in a
classroom setting, since we had people around
and had certain times that were set for us to
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rather than across the airwaves via Zoom.
That said, however, Home-Based Learning
had its perks. It saved time in the morning
because there was no bus to catch. It felt like I
got a lot more done that way. I loved that my
cat would curl up in my lap while I was
working, and I loved that I could make bread
or prep dinner during my lunch time. There
were many little things I loved about working
from home, but I won’t proceed to name them
all. <Mrs. Fagerland>

Q3: Where’s your favorite location
on the school campus? Were there
any changes to that specific location?
I love my oﬃce! I love how sunny and welcoming it feels. I love that students love to
drop by to ask questions or just to chat or even
because they are looking for a snack from me.
🤗 Other than being super quiet, there were
no big changes there, unless you count that students aren’t allowed on the 4th floor right
now. If I had to choose a second favorite place,
it would be the track and field. With the stunning blue skies, and fresh air, it has been a
great place to hang out at break time.
<Mrs. Fagerland>
My favorite location at school is my classroom
and there were really no changes to that space.
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The exercise bike workstations were still waiting alongside the yoga ball and couches. Since
that time, some things have changed, however;
I’ve brought in a lot of the plants that I grew
in my apartment during HBL and they are
“greening” up the learning environment a little
bit. <Dr. Lux>
I really liked the library. It has a nice warm
feeling and you can either study or hang out
there. Now I think the Library is closed
(maybe? Seniors don’t go to the second floor)
and all lounge areas are definitely closed. Now
we have something called Eagle Time where
we all go outside for half an hour. It’s been nice
to see the sun and relax together; it’s really
good break for our brains and a chance to socialize. <Isabel>

Q4: Any difficulties attending
school under safety regulations?…
Social distancing, masks?
Masks make it hard for us to breathe, it hurts
our ears. Other than that I don’t feel any inconvenience. <HaHi>
Yes the mask is the biggest drag for me. At the
end of the day my ears hurt. For students, I
think social distancing is a major problem.
Quite frankly, they don't do it. For example:
Recess "Hey boys. That's not one meter
apart. Please spread out." Boys: "Oh sorry."

They walk five meters away and get back into
their huddle.
<Mr. Fagerland>
Q5: Do you have any message to
other grades who might be attending school after several weeks?
Be flexible. Single-seating, always facing forward, assigned seats, sitting at your own table
in the cafeteria, and wearing a mask all day
can be annoying. But they are only that annoying. It is well worth it to have face-to-face
time with friends we have not seen for months.
And it is so much easier to get information to
the teacher or discuss something you were confused about, when we are live and in person.
This is still better than Home-Based Learning.
<Mr. Fagerland>
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I don’t know how likely it is that you’ll be attending school, but at any rate, enjoy your time
now! Go out and meet with your friends. Sleep
well and stay healthy. Once you come to school,
I have no idea what it will be like, so enjoy the
familiarity of life beforehand.
Reminder: if you have to wear a mask, your
breath will fog up your glasses! Wear contact
lenses if you have them. Someone told me
putting a tissue on the top of your mask will
prevent the steam from hitting your glasses.
<Isabel>
Your experiences will be limited by a lot. Don’t
expect too much. Keep your distance and stay
safe.
<John>
It was disappointing to hear about new
rules and limitations, but it was exciting
to know that students were trying to stay
positive for every moment they faced.
For example, seniors invented a shoe-toss
competition of having to kick the shoe
farthest down field since they were restricted from any sports. With numerous
changes made in the school, students
may go through challenging times adapting to those switches, but I am positive
that we will soon find ourselves loving
the moment of getting back to school. I
hope we will soon be able to enjoy the
days back to normal, and celebrate a
memorable graduation for the class of
2020 in June.

1000 Thanks
1. I am thankful for a free mask.
2. I am thankful for a cool tunnel of trees on
my run.
3. I am thankful for the gentle breeze that
tempers the heat as I run.
4. I am thankful for a wall of roses.

Adopt, Don’t Shop
by HyunA Lee
While buying
a little puppy
at the pet shop
may be tempting, resist the
urge.
The
a d o p t- d o n’ts h o p m o v em e n t i s p r imarily headed
by a lot of animal rights
proponents
and now, more
and more pet
owners and
lovers are now subscribing to this
movement. People say that instead of
buying a dog from a pet shop or breeder, you might want to consider adopting a dog from a shelter. However, you
may ask, “why?”
Approximately 90% of puppies you
can buy in pet stores or online are from
puppy mills, commercial dog-breeding
facilities that only focus on increasing
profit. If you take some time and observe most puppy mills, they don’t take
good care of their dogs. Practices and
conditions in most puppy mills are unethical in many ways. Dogs live in filthy
conditions without adequate food, water or medical care. And female dogs
are bred at every opportunity
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with little to no recovery time between
litters. Because of these conditions,
puppy mills often produce animals with
serious health problems down the road.
Many pet stores also do not socialize
their animals, which can lead to potential behavioral problems that are not
ideal for a family pet.
Every year, millions of dogs are being
euthanized in the whole world. When
you adopt a dog from a shelter, it not
only means that you are giving him/her
a happy life, but you also free up a spot
at the rescue or shelter to save another
dog’s life. You get to hit two birds with
one stone! Rescuing a shelter dog adds
a new family member, reduces expenses, and saves a life.

De Lenz
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Book Review

Saving Leonardo
A Call to Resist the Secular Assault on Mind, Morals, & Meaning
B&H Publishing, 2010, 322 pp.$25.55
Pearcey, Nancy

Hard Copy
ISBN:9781433668279

Do you like art? Are you a student of worldviews? Do you
ever find yourself rolling your eyes about news of the
“culture wars”? Do you like history, philosophy, or art history? Do you sometimes buy a book because of the pretty pictures?
Nancy Pearcey more than delivers on all of the above.
For members of the TIS family, you should recognize
Nancy Pearcey as the author of Total Truth. That book
was gifted to all teaching staﬀ back in the day (perhaps
around 2009). Many of our classrooms still have the blue
and yellow book, with Van Gogh’s art on the cover. To be
honest, I have started Total Truth no less than six times
and I still haven’t finished the book. But I bought her
Finding Truth on Kindle and finished it in record time. Of the three books I own by
Pearcey, Saving Leonardo is by far my favorite. I LOVE this book. I read and reread
the chapters so that I can internalize it. I am getting lessons in western history, the
evolution of western philosophy, an understanding of art (especially modern art), and
finally a backdrop to help me understand the odd cultural conflicts of today. Nancy
Pearcey identifies the sacred/secular divide. She shows how science (treated as “fact”) is
given credence over and above faith (treated as your personal “feelings”) in such a way
that discussions of God or the metaphysical world are shelved as non-empirical and
therefore should be relegated to your private closet of beliefs. In a lavishly illustrated
text, Pearcey unpacks the worldviews of secularism, humanism, and postmodernism
(to name a few) and urges Christians to not yield the field, but to stay in the discussions expressed in modern art, film, and literature. After reading Saving Leonardo, I
feel enlightened, articulate, and encouraged to face the world of art and Hollywood
and engage in the cultural discussion.
—D.W. Fagerland
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Movie Reviews

Parasite
by Ye Won Cha
The movie parasite took the most
awards in the 92nd Academy Awards on
February 10th, crowning four wins from
Oscars including ‘Best Picture,’ ‘Best
Original Screenplay,’ ‘Best Director,’ and
‘Best Foreign Language Film’ awards.
With a total of 185 awards, it is patently
clear that Parasite made a successful debut to the movie industry.Parasite tackles the economic polarization that capitalism led society to
face. Jobless , helpless, and, above all,
hopeless, Ki-taek,
and his equally unambitious family occupy themselves by
folding pizza boxes
in their shanty
ba sement-le vel
apartment. Soon, by
luck, a friend of Kiwoo asks him to
pose as an English
tutor for the teenage
daughter of the affluent, luxurious Park
family. The story then begins by the two
families portraying the parasite and host
relationship, which pulled many heartstrings around the world.
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The darkness of the movie portrayed the
director Bong Joon-ho’s worldview. The
mind blowing gap between the rich and
the poor, human rights abuses, directly
made the audience sense terror and anxiety. “It’s not about telling you how to
change the world, but rather showing
you the terrible, explosive weight of reality. That’s what I believe is the beauty of
cinema,” he says.
Bong’s movies are exceptionally explicit
that he earned a nickname “Bongtail,” a
combination of his last fame and the
word detail. He would sketch drawings
to exemplify background settings, physical movements, facial expressions for
every scene he has
in mind. With his
enormous eﬀort to
bring the movie together, Bong was
able to achieve great
accomplishments.
With thrilling actors
on screen directed
by Bong, everyone is
encoura ged
to
watch the ‘Parasite.’
The Parsite was rated R, and received
9.37/10 from Rotten
Tomatoes. If you
are a person who is
terribly horrified by
violence, this would
be a challenging
movie to sit through. Yet, the realistic
story of capitalism that won the Oscars
award should be an interesting plot that
should be watched.

The Netflix Effect
by HyunA Lee
When is the last time you saw a movie in
theaters? How about the last time you
watched a movie or show on Netflix or
other online video streaming sites? If you
are like most consumers, you have done
the second thing more often, even before this pandemic.
This streaming service has become so
popular that it is now part of our daily
conversations, both on and oﬄine.
Netflix grows its number of subscribers
by around 10% a year and now has an
estimated 59 million subscribers in the
US alone. The success of Netflix shows
that consumers want products that are
easy to use and adjusted to match their
preferences. When a new television series is out and people start binge watching a show, they start to lose track of
time—The Netflix Eﬀect.
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According to reports, teens, adults, and
even children are being impacted by
this. The disadvantages for teens who
binge watch television include slipping
grades, being late to work or class, and
closing themselves oﬀ from having a social life (I personally have experienced
all of these).
Netflix has become something that affects many lives in many areas. This new
idea of binge-watching television or online shows is robbing people of valuable
time, that they can never get back.
However, watching Netflix does not
have to be seen as something only negative. It can be a good stress reliever and
create fun times. It absolutely is a great
source for watching movies or even
catching up on some favorite shows. The
challenge is how to find enough self-control to keep a healthy balance between
relaxation and just wasting time. Like
everything else, Netflix needs to be done
in moderation.

Sudoku A

Sudoku B

Answers B

Answers A
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Just For Fun
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